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Notes We were talking about catchy topics. you may be recognized that after so many times
coming to the prerna and you may recognize that there is very catchy topics.
1. Mistakes - Taking U turn
There may be another direction to take a right direction but there are some mistakes
which can't turn. How many times you experienced the ooops moment?
once I was giving class in nasik college - one girl come up and asked me that I am in
dalmia than later I got to know that she is telling me that I am in dilemma.
We are trying to follow krsna consciousness that question may come up that are our
mistakes are Krishna's life? are my mistake is ordain by him? - "Our mistakes is not
Krishna's purpose, but our mistakes definitely are included in Krishna's plans."
What is the purpose? what is your qualifications? but when it comes in Krishna's decision
then Krsna sees our future and plan our present. We may not know our future, so you
may inconceivable for knowledge about your present asking why you are doing like this
or like that. For example - when I was in Delhi for national tennis, we are searching for
national coaches. I was in bus stop, waiting for bus and one lady started begging unto
me. sahab! I came from haryana, wanted to go back to haryana and don't have enough
money than that I don't know what happens I given every rupees to her. I was having
3000 rupees and then I realized I have only 3000 rupees in my pocket and I had given it
all and then started walking to hockey stadium because I don't have money. And, by
walking I got to know one man driving it over national tennis stadium than he
encouraged me to sit inside of his car. and then I realized that he is the one professional
tennis player that I am looking for, for our coaching tennis practice.
Similarly, There is someone who is looking for the future and he knows our present and
future. Therefore, Our mistakes is not Krishna's purpose, but our mistakes definitely are
included in Krishna's plans."
Google Maps - it will never give up on you. the moment you take wrong turn, it gets
recalculating and makes you come in a right path. no matter how many times you take
wrong turn, no matter what happens Google map will never give up on you. Even
though, you goes frequently on wrong turn, she will not telll that enough is enough abhi
rasta khud dhundlo. She will never give up on you until you reach the destination.
Similarly, if Google map will never give up on you, Krsna is not ❌ going to give up on you
saying that there is U turn ahead. This much we need to have the faith on Krsna that
there is U turn in your journey to recover the mistakes.
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there is U turn in your journey to recover the mistakes.
Mistakes • It's not a mistake to make a mistake but it's a big mistake to keep repeating that
mistake.
• A mistake repeated several times becomes your decision
• Every mistake should have a shelf life
--> For example - when you were an infant baby you may wetted your diaper but
imagine now the baby after 20 years was CEO of company and he wetted, this should be
like non repentive mistakes. We are aware of football 🏈 that whoever makes the fewest
mistakes wins the match. like for example - goal keeper if makes Fewest mistakes that
helps team to win the match.
• Football is a game of mistake whoever makes the fewest mistakes wins.
• in life also, many times we commits unforced error. And one of the most unforced
errors is that we have the tendencies to commit mistakes.
• Most mistakes occur when we delay saying NO Or YES.
• mistakes are directly proportional to timing aw
• Beautiful quote I had came across - it's so easy to look cool when have done nothing.
• We have right to commit a mistake, but we don't have right to becoming a mistake.
--> Does a mistake made by others also include in Krishna's plan for me?
yaha log apni galti nhi maante toh dusro koh kaisa manega? (if the person is not
accepting his or her mistake than how can he or she will accept other's relation?)
---> We are allowed to make a mistakes but dont become a mistake.
• Admit your mistake
• Learn from your mistake
• Never repeat your mistake
--> 3respones to mistakes
• one who is in Satvaguna - Learn a lesson
• one who is in Rajoguna - Blame others
• one who is in Tamoguna - Go into depression.
if somebody says, I will be like this or like that. Even a mode of goodness commit
mistake but he always learns the mistakes.
Therefore, this acronym TURN is • T - Tendency to commit mistake
• U - understand the consequences of those mistskes
• R - Repent to change yourself
• N - Never repeat the mistake
Just because we are devotees, doesn't permit us to commit mistakes again and again
And just because we have committed mistakes, doesn't mean Krishna will forget our
devotion.
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devotion.
Life is like a car journey. Speed breaker is like a outside Life style and Internal brakes are
like a self control which can helps to repent our mistakes
SSS formula • S - small
• S - simple
• S - steps.
You may be driving alone your Krishna consciousness journey and your friends may be
on the different lane. So, don't get destract from them.
ek ek ka kuch farak nhi padhta lekin ek aur ek kar karke bahut farak padhta hai - walking
one step ahead that doesn't make sense, but walking step by step by step, makes lot of
difference in our lives.
---> Krishnas plan is to arrange a purposeful lives.
Therefore,
G - Grant's independence
O - Offers counsel
D - Delivers Consequences
Krishna's loves that does us 2 things for us - Guards us and at the same time guides us.
Krishna became guard of arjuna and at the same time He also became guide of arjuna.
If Ram and Krishna doesn't want to give up on duryodhan or ravana that one day they
will know me or come toward me. Similarly, even we coming into Krsna consciousness
we might commit mistakes and wanted to give up that seeing other people going on
another lane and you are alone driving your path that no one seems to be, don't give up
that one day they will also come in the right path.
Therefore, I want to give take home message to every one of the person came for the
prerna festival that manjhil toh hum paakar rahenge
bhalehi ladkarar se sahi
kayaar toh wo hai jo ghar se niklehi nahi
Thank you very much
Hare Krsna
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